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These are the questions you should
before shipping from the EU to the UK:
1.

Has your client (the exporter) taken care of the export procedure (ABD Export Accompanying Document)?
Attention: In the export procedure there are strict local rules of jurisdiction!
TIPP: We will gladly carry out the export declaration at the place of goods or official place.

2.

Did your client provide you with proper commercial invoices?
TIPP: Check if GB-EORI number and ideal tariff number are available -> See sample commercial invoice

3.

Does any wood packaging comply with the ISPM 15 standard?

4.

How and where is the import customs clearance carried out?
Does the consignee have an authorized consignee permit?
Does he hold a CFSP permit?
Does he use the EIDR - Self Assessment procedure during the first six months of 2021?
TIPP: We will gladly organize import customs clearance.

5.

Is a transit procedure necessary? (Attention when shipping Union goods: T2).
The advantage of this procedure when entering the customs territory of the United Kingdom: you largely
avoid unavoidable accumulations because you can use the „green line“ when entering the customs territory
of the United Kingdom and do not have to queue for border customs clearance.

6.

Who takes care of the transit system (NCTS T2)?
TIPP: We create shipping documents in AT and DE, please ask for.

7.

Ask your client for a transport document (CMR) in which all the shipper‘s instructions are reflected and you
or the client enter all the documents accompanying the shipment of goods in the data field provided for this
purpose in the transport document.
TIPP: We can prepare the CMR at our locations with the export accompanying document in advance.

8.

Have you noted on the CMR that it is „CUSTOMS GOODS“ or „EU GOODS“?
TIPP: Stamp in red color: „ATTENTION - CUSTOMS GOODS / ACHTUNG - ZOLLGUT! / EU-WARE“

9.

Have you booked a ferry?
TIPP: We are happy to recommend a partner.

10. If you are driving through the county of Kent: Do they have a Kent Access Permit (KAP)?
TIPP: More informations: http://www.brexit.at/kap

11.

Who makes the registration at the port system or in the FR SmartBorder?
TIPP: The Smart-Border registration in FR can be done by us.
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Customs process EU -> UK
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Unloading point
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Import customs clearance UK (see details):
a. CFSP
b. EIDR
c. Standard customs declaration
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Exit note
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After customs clearance the goods are in free circulation!
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Advance notice GVMS
Obtaining the GMR (Goods Movement Reference)
This number is needed to get across the border into the UK.

Transmission GMR to forwarder
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Optional: NCTS transit
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Dokumenten-Check:
;; Export Accompanying Document (ABD)
;; Commercial invoice (with GB-EORI and REX-No!)
;; CMR
;; possibly proof of origin, preference document,
Phytosanitary proofs, ...
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Loading point

if not customs cleared at the border

Export procedure, CMR - Signing the consignment note
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These are the questions you should
before shipping from the UK to the EU:

1.

Has your client (the exporter) taken care of the export procedure (ABD Export Accompanying Document)?
Attention: There are strict local jurisdiction rules in the export procedure!

2.

Did your client provide you with proper commercial invoices?
TIPP: Check if EU-EORI number and ideal tariff number are available -> See sample commercial invoice

3.

Does any wooden packaging comply with the ISPM 15 standard?

4.

How and where the import customs clearance is carried out?
TIPP: We are happy to do the import customs clearance in AT or DE. Further EU countries we cover with
fiscal clearance or a partner forwarding agency. We are looking forward to your order!

5.

Who takes care of the shipping procedure? (Attention when shipping non-Union goods: T1).
The advantage of this procedure when entering the customs territory of the European Union: you largely
avoid unavoidable accumulations, because you do not have to queue at the entrance to any border
customs clearance.
TIPP: Contact us if you need a shipping procedure from the UK.

6.

Ask your client for a transport document (CMR) in which all the shipper‘s instructions are reflected and you
or the client enter all the documents accompanying the shipment of goods in the data field provided for this
purpose in the transport document.

7.

Have you noted on the CMR that it is „CUSTOM GOODS“?
TIPP: Stamp in red color: „ATTENTION - CUSTOMS GOODS / ACHTUNG - ZOLLGUT!“

8.

Have you booked a ferry?
TIPP: We are happy to recommend a partner

9.

If you are driving through the county of Kent: Do they have a Kent Access Permit (KAP)?
TIPP: More informations: http://www.brexit.at/kap.html

10. Who makes the registration at the port system or in the FR SmartBorder?
TIPP: The Smart-Border registration in FR can be done by us
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Customs process UK -> EU
1

Loading point

2

Document check:
;; Export Accompanying Document (ABD)
;; Commercial invoice (with EU-EORI from importer!)
;; CMR
;; Possibly proof of origin, preference document,
Phytosanitary proofs, ...
NCTS transit

Exporter (UK)

3
4
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Export procedure, CMR - Signing the consignment note

If customs clearance is not done at the
EU border/port

Ferry booking

FR
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RX SEAPORT

PORTBASE

Entry of the MRN into the
system for the creation
of the QR code - before
arrival at the port/tunnel!

The shipments and
means of transport must
be recorded in the port
system

The shipments and
means of transport must
be recorded in the port
system
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In GB: Kent
Access Permit!

ICS Message (Import Control System)
FR: Customs broker!
BE / NL: automatically through port system

7

Exit note

8

Import customs clearance EU (see details):

Importer (EU)

9

a. Standard Zollabfertigung im Bestimmungsland
b. Fiskalverzollung VC4200
c. EV-Verzollung (nur in Österreich möglich)
d. Abfertigung am zugelassenen Warenort
Unloading point

After customs clearance the goods are in free circulation!
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Example commercial invoice
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1.

The GB-EORI number and the VAT number of the recipient in the UK must be stated on the
invoice.

2.

REX number: In order to be able to import goods duty-free according to the current
preferential agreement (DEAL), the REX authorization number must be indicated!

3.

A customer reference is recommended (e.g.: customer number).

4.

The specification of the customs tariff number on the invoice simplifies the process
significantly and prevents misunderstandings.

5.

Incoterms regulate the rights and obligations of buyer and seller in terms of costs,
risk, insurance, loading and unloading, transport documents, customs duties,
taxes, packaging and more.

6.

The country of origin of the goods must be specified

7.

Gross and net weight

8.

Marking of the pallets by the ISPM 15 standard

(Phytosanitary measures for packaging material made of wood
in international trade)
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Example transit document (T1/T2)
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Example export declaration (ABD)
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Example CMR

!

T1 Versandschein: MRN132456789
Handelsrechnung: R 21/0000123
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We are glad about your order
and a good cooperation!
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